USING PLANES TO TRANSFORM THE LIVES OF THE WORLD’S MOST ISOLATED PEOPLE

DID YOU KNOW THAT MAF...

PILOT 131 AIRCRAFT
SERVE 27 COUNTRIES
FLY 2000 PARTNERS

CLIMB ABOARD!
MAF-UK.ORG/YOUTH

AVIATION • MISSION • ADVENTURE
MAF YOUTH SPEAKER
A FREE interactive session with your Youth group bringing the challenges and adventures of mission to life.

MAGAZINE
Packed with inspiring stories, spectacular photos, urgent prayer requests and incredible competitions!
Hits your doorstep every 3 months.

FOLLOW US 📬 mafyouth 📸 @mafyouyouth 📡 MAF YOUTH
Come on an MAF adventure for more hair-raising photos, crucial prayer requests and exciting competitions.

VOLUNTEER
Become an MAF Youth ambassador, Youth speaker, Youth group rep, fundraiser or come to events with us and have fun on our flight simulator!

RESOURCES
From school lesson plans, assembly ideas, Youth group activities to making paper planes... check out our wide range of resources.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
✉️ mafyouth@maf-uk.org 📞 01303 851955 🌐 www.maf-uk.org/youth
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